This paper discusses the interpretation of sources for Indian Ocean history, from the point of view of translocal interpretations beyond the locality of the source. The article presents three cases, all deriving from the Muslim South-Western Indian Ocean. The argument is made that the ambiguity of the sources, and the interrelationship between the various locations related to the source, affect not only the historians interpretation but also the sense of the past held by people in these locations. [Islam, translocality, South-Western Indian Ocean] The peoples of the Indian Ocean rim have, throughout known history, lived in various types of societies on the shores of the sea. They have dwelled, resided, stayed, lived and died in their respective places-very few have lived their lives permanently on boats crossing from this port to that. Lives, in short, are local, in the sense that they are constituted and interpreted locally, within the boundaries of the local.
The relationship between the source, the locality and the other locations it directly or indirectly refers to, is one that the historian of the Indian Ocean (or of the localities of the Indian Ocean) will need to ponder. Below, I will present three different sources, each used for writing Indian Ocean history, and I will focus on the varying relationship between the source and the context in which it was generated. There is a range of interpretations possible for this type of material. 5 The issue to keep in mind is how the source material reflects both the locality in which it was produced as well as the connectivity which created its nature and its content. Protectorate -the passport being dated 27 th December 1912. Al-Hibshi travelled as a deck passenger, and he was 48 years of age when he arrived in Cape Town. His stated profession was that of "businessman", while also being referred to as a "priest". According to the immigration paper, he was an "Arab" and he duly signed his name in the Arabic script, being (upon direct question) unable to sign in Latin script. His name, though, identifies him as a descendant of the sharifian/sada strata of Hadramawt. According to his passport, alHibshi was born in the city of Shibam in Hadramawt, Yemen. Interestingly, his passport 5 The three cases discussed here originate in field work conducted at various points in time between 2002 and 2008, as part of a post-doc project and later as part of the Indian Ocean research project at the University of Bergen entitled "Linking Global Cities, tracing local practices" (http://global.uib.no/home/index.php?module=article&view=57). The Cape Town archival material was collected in 2007, while field work in Antsiranana (Diego Suarez) was conducted in 2008. As for the sources used for the "Meccan waqfs" in Zanzibar, these are spread between the Zanzibar National Archives and the manuscript collection owned by the late Ahmad Al Bu Saidi in Muscat, Oman, both of which were visited on repeated occasions during the period. it became a place where scholars of all tribes, languages and ethnicities converged and debated, using the scholarly lingua franca, Arabic. In sum, both Mecca and Medina were truly cosmopolitan, to an extent which led Snouck Hurgronje to note that: "Mecca is partly a town of foreigners" -a "many-tongued mass of humanity".
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In Mecca and Medina were also the "great scholars of the age", most notably the theologians and jurists of the different law-schools. These would teach in the Haram mosque and in the Nabawi (Prophet's) mosque in Medina according to fixed schedules.
Among these, by far the most influential was Ahmad Zayni Dahlan (1817 Dahlan ( -1886 , the Shafii mufti from 1871 and a teacher much-sought after by students from the Indian Ocean.
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Indeed, Dahlan's connection with the Indian Ocean world was close and multi-faceted, and his impact on East African Sufi practices and Islamic scholarship was to be long-standing.
Firstly, he himself studied with a number of Hadrami Alawis, many of whom had family branches in East Africa as well as in the wider Indian Ocean. Then, he became a teacher for new generations of ulama from Indian Ocean lands -both of Hadrami origin and others, being anti-Wahhabi but stressing also the need for adherence to Sharia moral codes. 13 This view was shared by Dahlan's "second-in-command Zanzibar, the existence of the waqf properties themselves changed the face of the real estate market, much to the distress of the British who referred to waqf properties as a mortmain (dead hand), i.e. real estate removed from the market and thus also from taxation. Thus, the endowments themselves illuminate the history of Zanzibar as a 19 th century "boomtown".
However, the endowments and their handling also clearly has transoceanic aspects. The way these funds were transferred and distributed, the identities of the recipients, and how the entire enterprise was administered; all relied on long-standing cultural and personal 18 As the registration of waqf endowments only became systematized after the establishment of the Wakf Commission in 1905, the actual number of waqfs endowed in Zanzibar Town in the 19 th century remain guesswork. However, as Abdul Sheriff has pointed out, around fifty mosques were built in the city during the 19 th century. The upkeep and personel for these mosques were paid for by revenues from waqf properties. This indicates that the percentage of real estate held as waqf must have been high, both in the city and the surrounding area. A. Sheriff (1992) This surplus has been maintained since days long gone, but these days the revenue has been disrupted, and tears of sorrow flooded because of its ceasing, since the waqf was meant to be continued for years to come. I should inform you that the instructions/legal warrants (amr) originally passed by the hands of the late Sayyid 26 According to some informants, it was Umar himself who owned this land, and who gave it to the Comorian community, but at present this cannot be verified from any written sources. informants, "all of Diego" turned out to greet him, visit and talk to him. However, he also returned to, and stayed at, the site where his own mosque had once stood, but which by that time had become the Jacob mosque. It was, by all accounts, a last return, a last meeting with his friends and companions in Madagascar. The first question which then needs to be addressed with relation to these type of sources is: When the global impacts on the local, which one is actually our field of study? Is it the global phenomenon and how it moves, spreads and changes -for example, Islam? In this view, Islam is the wind that crosses the sea, whereas the cities and nations are reefs and islands which it washes over on its way. Or is it the local -for example, the Muslim community in Cape Town or in Diego Suarez? Or is it neither -in the sense that, for example, change itself is our actual object of study? Or finally, could we say that the Indian Ocean as a cultural area is our object of study? If so, how do we best conceptualize the ocean? Many have tried to make this definition, a few may be quoted here: "A facilitator for cultural exchange, but also as a contested space"?
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28 "A relational configuration of permanently moving objects"? 29 A "seascape"?
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These are questions of perspective, a search for starting points. However, these are also questions that relate directly to the narration -or rather, the creation -of history, But we also have a record of place, of locations.
A second question thus arises: What precisely are our locations when we study Indian
Ocean connectivity? One suggestion may be that the primary localities are the port cities and villages on the Indian Ocean coast that, by their infrastructure and their population, facilitate interaction with corresponding localities at another point on the same sea. In these localities, perceptions of the present world, and the past world, are created and re-created.
In these localities are also produced what historians use as "sources"; be they written, material or transmitted in the form of narratives. The relationship between the source, its locality and the other locations it directly or indirectly refers to, is one that the historian of the Indian Ocean (or of the localities of the Indian Ocean) will need to ponder. Clarification of this relationship becomes more acute the more likely our sources are to address and have implications not only for the actual locale that produced it, but also for other, corresponding locales elsewhere on the shore. This translocal nature of the source influences not only the historian's interpretation, but also the interpretation (or "sense") of the past which takes place in that locale.
The sources discussed above are testimony to previously existing links and interrelationships, as well as of immigration, emerging cities and evolving ethnicities.
Local, or at least regionally specific, interpretations of the sources shape relevant narratives, in a process which incorporates both social actors and observers. In the introduction to his much-cited work Genealogies of Religion, Talal Asad raises the question as to when and how history is being made -or more specifically; whose history is being made, for example in the process known as "modernization". 33 Asad addresses what he sees as a Western cultural hegemony and how this guides our view of history, when and how it is produced, by whom and for whom. This paper follows Asad in his emphasis on history 32 Ho (2006 However, sources such as the ones presented above also call for special observation on how these multiple narratives/sources interact to construct translocal narratives. From them, we can construct a series of historical narratives that to a larger degree take into account the elsewheres which they implicitly refer to. In the first example, the Sayyid who disembarked in Cape Town is best read as an agent of the globalization of Islam, with a specific place in a specific network of like-minded scholars. When money was being transferred and receipts brought back between Mecca and Zanzibar, another corner of this same network was cemented with an added layer over that of Sufi brotherhood -money. Finally, when the imam of Diego Suarez promotes "Comorianess" over a whole range of other possible identities, he presents a narrative of both the past and the present which essentially links this network together, while at the same time stressing its local anchorpoints and its various local aspirations.
These sources could obviously have been read quite differently, in another relationship to its location -on immigration to South Africa, on Zanzibari real estate or on, say, the ethnic history of a Shadhili mosque in Diego Suarez. However, these sources tell us a history of links and interrelationships, as well as of immigration, emerging cities and evolving ethnicities.
Admittedly on thin evidence, it is tempting to try to read all three sources in a way that creates one, interrelated narrative on the patterns by which Islam (and particularly Sufioriented, tariqa-based Islam) spread through organized networks in the south-western Indian Ocean in the late 19 th and early 20 th century. However, for this narrative (or this creation of history) to stand, more substantial -and more substantially translocal -sources are needed.
